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IMPORTANCE Whole-genome sequencing (WGS) is increasingly applied in clinical medicine
and is expected to uncover clinically significant findings regardless of sequencing indication.

OBJECTIVES To examine coverage and concordance of clinically relevant genetic variation
provided by WGS technologies; to quantitate inherited disease risk and pharmacogenomic
findings in WGS data and resources required for their discovery and interpretation; and to
evaluate clinical action prompted by WGS findings.

DESIGN, SETTING, AND PARTICIPANTS An exploratory study of 12 adult participants recruited
at Stanford University Medical Center who underwent WGS between November 2011 and
March 2012. A multidisciplinary team reviewed all potentially reportable genetic findings.
Five physicians proposed initial clinical follow-up based on the genetic findings.

MAIN OUTCOMES AND MEASURES Genome coverage and sequencing platform concordance in
different categories of genetic disease risk, person-hours spent curating candidate
disease-risk variants, interpretation agreement between trained curators and disease
genetics databases, burden of inherited disease risk and pharmacogenomic findings, and
burden and interrater agreement of proposed clinical follow-up.

RESULTS Depending on sequencing platform, 10% to 19% of inherited disease genes were
not covered to accepted standards for single nucleotide variant discovery. Genotype
concordance was high for previously described single nucleotide genetic variants
(99%-100%) but low for small insertion/deletion variants (53%-59%). Curation of 90 to 127
genetic variants in each participant required a median of 54 minutes (range, 5-223 minutes)
per genetic variant, resulted in moderate classification agreement between professionals
(Gross κ, 0.52; 95% CI, 0.40-0.64), and reclassified 69% of genetic variants cataloged as
disease causing in mutation databases to variants of uncertain or lesser significance. Two to 6
personal disease-risk findings were discovered in each participant, including 1 frameshift
deletion in the BRCA1 gene implicated in hereditary breast and ovarian cancer. Physician
review of sequencing findings prompted consideration of a median of 1 to 3 initial diagnostic
tests and referrals per participant, with fair interrater agreement about the suitability of WGS
findings for clinical follow-up (Fleiss κ, 0.24; P < 001).

CONCLUSIONS AND RELEVANCE In this exploratory study of 12 volunteer adults, the use of
WGS was associated with incomplete coverage of inherited disease genes, low reproducibility
of detection of genetic variation with the highest potential clinical effects, and uncertainty
about clinically reportable findings. In certain cases, WGS will identify clinically actionable
genetic variants warranting early medical intervention. These issues should be considered
when determining the role of WGS in clinical medicine.
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A s technical barriers to human DNA sequencing de-
crease and the cost of whole-genome sequencing (WGS)
approaches $1000, WGS and protein-coding genome se-

quencing (whole-exome sequencing [WES]) are increasingly
used in clinical medicine. Both WGS/WES can successfully aid
clinical diagnosis,1-3 reveal the genetic basis of rare familial
diseases,4-6 and explicate novel disease biology.7,8 Regard-
less of context, even in apparently healthy individuals,
WGS/WES are expected to uncover genetic findings of poten-
tial clinical importance.9-11 However, comprehensive clinical
interpretation and reporting of clinically significant findings
are seldom performed. As WGS/WES are applied more broadly,
questions have been raised about the duty for discovery, in-
terpretation, and reporting of clinical findings. Recently pub-
lished recommendations define genetic variant types in a mini-
mum list of inherited disease genes that are suggested to be
subject to discovery, reporting, and clinical follow-up regard-
less of the primary indication for sequencing, patient prefer-
ence, or patient age.12 Despite this, the technical sensitivity and
reproducibility of clinical genetic findings using WGS and the
clinical opportunities and costs associated with discovery and
reporting of these and other clinical findings in WGS data re-
main undefined.

We previously described a framework for interpretation of
WGS data in clinical context involving individuals13 and
families.14 The Stanford Genomic Medicine Application Pilot
Project was designed to explore clinically interpretable se-
quence coverage and genetic variant reproducibility using cur-
rent sequencing technology, the burden of clinically reportable
inherited disease risk and pharmacogenomic findings in WGS ac-
cording to current genetic knowledge, the resources required for
discovery and interpretation of these findings, and the burden
and costs of initial clinical follow-up prompted by WGS find-
ings (a glossary of genetic terms are provided in Box 1).

Methods
Setting and Study Population
Unrelated adults who expressed interest in WGS during the pi-
lot phase of our clinical genomic service at Stanford Hospital
and Clinics were recruited between November 2011 and March
2012. None of the study participants had manifest inherited
disease. Study participants received genetic counseling at the
time of sample collection and during disclosure of results with
the primary physician. This study was approved by Stanford
University’s institutional review board, and all participants gave
informed written consent.

WGS Generation
Genomic DNA was isolated from whole blood. For all study par-
ticipants, genomic DNA was sequenced at Illumina Inc (Meth-
ods section in the Supplement).15 Confirmatory sequencing of
genomic DNA from 9 of the study participants was performed
by Complete Genomics Inc16 to evaluate reproducibility of se-
quence data between commonly used sequencing platforms.

The analytical workflow for clinical WGS interpretation is
presented in Figure 1. Illumina sequence reads were pro-

cessed as described in the Methods section in the Supple-
ment by comparison to major allele reference genomes for
the European ancestry from Utah or Han Chinese from Bei-
jing and Japanese from Tokyo HapMap population groups,
depending on self-reported ethnicity.14 Complete Genomics
Inc sequence data were processed as described.16 In all cross-
platform sequence comparisons Illumina data were used as
reference.

Box 1. Genetics Glossary

Allele: Alternative form of a gene or DNA sequence. Variations in clini-
cal traits and phenotypes are allelic if they arise from the same gene
sequence or locus and are nonallelic if they arise from different gene
sequences of different loci.

Annotation: Adding pertinent information such as gene coded for,
amino acid sequence, or other commentary to the database entry of
raw sequence of DNA bases.

Calls: Assignment of a nucleotide base (A, T, G, C) at specific posi-
tions in the genome during genotyping or sequencing.

Curate/curation: The process of manual review of the literature, da-
tabases, and other data sources to collect evidence related to a spe-
cific genetic variant, with the ultimate goal of assessing its potential
pathogenicity.

Frame shift variant: Any mutation that disrupts the normal se-
quence of triplets causing a new sequence to be created that codes
for different amino acids. Frame shift mutations are usually caused
by an insertion/deletion of DNA and typically eventually produce a
premature stop codon.

Haplotype: The combination of linked marker alleles (may be poly-
morphisms or mutations) for a given region of DNA on a single chro-
mosome.

Locus (plural loci): The physical site on a chromosome occupied by a
particular gene or other identifiable DNA sequence characteristic.

Sequencing coverage/depth of coverage: The number of indepen-
dent times a location in the genome has been sequenced.

Stopgain: A DNA sequence variant in which one base is substituted
for another, resulting in the formation of a premature stop codon. Syn-
onymous with the term "nonsense" variant.

Stoploss: A DNA sequence variant is one in which one base is substi-
tuted for another, resulting in the loss of the normal stop codon.

Structural variant: DNA sequence variants that involve large seg-
ments of DNA (at least 1000 base pairs), including copy number vari-
ants, inversions, and translocations.

Truncating variant: A DNA sequence variant that results in the forma-
tion of a premature stop codon and therefore a truncated protein.

Whole-exome sequencing: A method for determining the precise or-
der of bases in a DNA molecule in the exome, which represents the
entire protein-coding portion of the genome.

Whole-genome sequencing: A method for determining the precise
order of bases in the genome, which is the sum total of all genetic ma-
terial of a cell or an organism.

Zygosity: the characterization of an individual's hereditary traits in
terms of gene pairing in the zygote from which it developed.

Sources: Glossary of genomics terms. JAMA. 2013;309(14):1533-1535 and
Human Genome Project Information Archive. http://web.ornl.gov/sci
/techresources/Human_Genome/glossary.shtml. Accessed February 20, 2014.
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In addition to genetic variants from an ethnically matched
reference sequence, genotypes for 72 383 male and 72 316 fe-
male genetic variants cataloged in the Human Gene Mutation
Database (HGMD)17 that reside within inherited disease genes
cataloged by the ClinVar database,18 118 genetic variants with
replicated associations with diabetes mellitus type 2 and coro-
nary artery disease risk in white and East Asian populations,19-22

and 555 genetic variants with clinical drug response associa-
tions (PharmGKB database download January 6, 2013)23 were
specifically called in WGS data from all participants (Meth-
ods section in the Supplement).

Inherited Disease–Risk Assessment
The workflow for inherited disease risk and carrier status evalu-
ation and a sample of a medical genomics report are de-
scribed in the Methods section in the Supplement. Basic an-
notation of genetic variants were found in 2725 male and 2716
female inherited disease genes, bioinformatic prioritization of
medical genetic findings were performed using Sequence to
Medical Phenotypes, a phenotype identification software pro-
gram (http://ashleylab.stanford.edu/tools/tools_synthetic
/stmp), which prioritizes previously reported and novel ge-

netic variants in inherited disease genes based on allele
frequency, functional class, and consensus evidence for evo-
lutionary constraint or conservation and predicted pathoge-
nicity. Genetic variants in 56 genes that have been recom-
mended by the American College of Medical Genetics and
Genomics [ACMG] for pathogenic variant discovery, review,
and reporting WGS/WES (ACMG-reportable genes) were also
identified.12

Variants identified by the phenotype identification soft-
ware program for curation were reviewed blind to patient phe-
notype by a multidisciplinary genomics team composed of 3
genetic counselors (M.E.G., K.E.O., and C.C.), 3 physician-
informaticists (F.E.D., E.A.A., and M.T.W.), and 1 molecular pa-
thologist (J.D.M.). This curation classified candidate variants
with respect to variant- and gene-level evidence for pathoge-
nicity and characteristics of the clinical phenotype for report-
ing. One of 9 summary pathogenicity classification state-
ments (Table 1S in the Supplement) was generated for each
genetic variant. Using these pathogenicity classifications, the
genomics team members determined the suitability for re-
porting and assigned a reporting category (Box 2) adapted from
the ACMG standards to interpret and report genetic sequence

Figure 1. Overview of Whole-Genome Sequence Analysis Workflow for the Genomic Medicine Application Pilot
Project (GMAPP)

Literature review and manual curation of
identified genetic variants by multidisciplinary
genomics team for evidence of pathogenicity 
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Rare genetic variants were defined as
alleles with frequency <0.01 in an
ethnically matched population
genetic survey. Inherited disease risk
candidate identification and genetic
drug response prediction are outlined
in the Supplement. Abbreviations:
ACMG, American College of Medical
Genetics and Genomics; GMAPP,
Genomic Medicine Application Pilot
Project; SNV, single nucleotide
variant; SV, structural variant.
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variations.24 At least 2 team members reviewed all variant clas-
sifications. For participants sequenced on both platforms, only
variants with concordant genotype calls were curated and re-
ported. We estimated upstream costs of sequencing and cu-
ration at $10 000 based on Illumina Clinical WGS service cost
in December 2012 and at $50 per hour for curation based on
local salary rates for licensed genetic counselors and commer-
cial contracting rates.

Estimation of the Population Prevalence of Genetic Variants
in ACMG-Reportable Genes
To assess the prevalence of rare, potentially pathogenic ge-
netic findings in ACMG reportable genes in a large cohort se-
lected without respect to phenotype, we estimated the num-
ber of candidate reportable findings in a new analysis of genetic
variant data from 1092 participants sequenced as part of the
1000 Genomes Project.25 The genetic variants that were pre-
dicted to cause loss of function or that were described as “dis-
ease-causing mutations” by the HGMD among the 56 ACMG
reportable genes were extracted from existing variant calls
(http://www.1000genomes.org) for prevalence estimates.

Genetic Risk of Cardiometabolic Disease
Using methods described by Knowles et al,26 percentile ge-
netic risk scores were generated for diabetes mellitus type 2
and coronary artery disease using genotypes and odds ratios
for 118 common single nucleotide variants with replicated dis-
ease associations (Tables S3-S6 in the Supplement).19-22

Genetic Drug Response Predictions
Genotype and haplotype data at loci with reported clinical
drug-response predictions were intersected with annota-
tions cataloged in the PharmGKB knowledge base.23 Thirty
drug-response associations with level of evidence of 1B or
higher (replicated associations, implemented in a major health
system or pharmacogenomics research network site, or en-
dorsed in a medical society guideline) were reported, as well
as drug dosing and administration schedules recommended
by the Clinical Pharmacogenomics Implementation Consor-
tium guidelines for simvastatin, warfarin, clopidogrel, thio-
purines, and codeine.27-31

Concordance in Inherited Disease-Risk Classification
Eighteen randomly chosen genetic variants prioritized for cu-
ration were blindly reclassified by 2 or more members of the
genomics team. All raters had prior experience with WGS vari-
ant interpretation in research and clinical contexts. Interrater
agreement in assigning genetic variant summary classifica-
tions and suitability for reporting was calculated using the Gross
κ statistic as described in R version 2.11.32

Burden and Cost of Clinical Follow-up
Three academic primary care physicians and 2 academic medi-
cal geneticists separately reviewed all 12 complete personal
medical genomics reports and proposed clinical follow-up based
on the genetic findings alone. Two of the primary care physi-
cians had no previous experience with genomic medicine or ge-
netics training. One primary care physician had formal re-
search genetics training. None of the reviewing physicians were
involved in primary data generation, analysis, review of vari-
ants, or generation of the reports. The financial cost of pro-
posed clinical follow-up was estimated using the Centers for
Medicare & Medicaid Services calendar-year 2013 national phy-
sician fee schedule for nonfacility billing and used the 2013 Clini-
cal Laboratory Fee Schedule national midpoint (Healthcare Com-
mon Procedure Coding System [Table S7 in the Supplement]).
Costs for a high-complexity established patient-physician en-
counter and a 120-minute follow-up genetic counseling encoun-
ter were added to all participant-specific costs to estimate the
total cost. Interrater agreement of suitability of genetic find-
ings for clinical follow-up was calculated using the Fleiss κ for
multiple raters33 in R version 2.11. Throughout, a P value of less
than .01 was considered statistically significant.

Results
Study Participants and WGS
The characteristics of the study participants and a summary
of WGS are presented in Table 1. Five participants were white,

Box 2. Reporting Criteria for Inherited Disease Risk Variantsa

Reported disease-associated mutations (adapted from ACMG
category 1: “Sequence variation is previously reported and is a
recognized cause of the disorder”)b

Mutations convincingly segregating with inherited disease in 1 or
more families and are absent or observed very infrequently in eth-
nically matched population controls.

Mutations observed in multiple unrelated probands with inherited
disease and are absent or observed very infrequently in ethnically
matched population controls.

Mutations observed in single probands with inherited disease, with
functional evidence of pathogenicity and are absent or observed very
infrequently in ethnically matched population controls.

Rare, expected pathogenic variants (adapted from ACMG
category 2: “Sequence variation is previously unreported and is of
the type which is expected to cause the disorder”)

Rare or novel nonsense, stop loss, splice-disrupting, or frameshift
insertion/deletion variants affecting the majority of protein coding
transcripts of genes associated with inherited disease.

Genetic variants of uncertain significance (adapted from ACMG
category 3: “Sequence variation is previously unreported and is of
the type which may or may not be causative of the disorder”)

Rare or novel missense and non-frameshifting insertion/deletion vari-
ants with evolutionary conservation or biochemical prediction sup-
port for predicted pathogenicity, and variants of all types previ-
ously reported as disease causing in which primary literature reports
of pathogenicity provide conflicting or incomplete evidence of cau-
sality. These variants must occur in inherited disease genes in which
there is evidence that variants of the type discovered in study par-
ticipants are disease causing.

Abbreviations: ACMG, American College of Medical Genetics and Genomics.

a ACMG categories as described by Richards et al.24

b Frequency is defined by an allele frequency consistent with mode of
inheritance and population prevalence of disease.
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7 were East Asian, and 7 were women. Depending on sequenc-
ing platform, a median of 10% (Illumina Inc; range, 5%-34%)
to 19% (Complete Genomics Inc; range, 18%-21%) of genes as-
sociated with inherited disease and a median of 9% (Illumina
Inc; range, 2%-27%) to 17% (Complete Genomics Inc; range,
17%-19%) of ACMG-reportable genes were not covered at a
minimum threshold for genetic variant discovery (Figure 2 and
Figures 1S-2S in the Supplement). We were able to call geno-
types with 99.9% confidence for 99% to 100% of previously
reported genetic variants in inherited disease genes, genetic
variants used to assess genetic risk of complex cardiometa-
bolic phenotypes, and genetic variants with clinical drug re-
sponse associations.

The genotype concordance between sequencing plat-
forms was high for common genetic variants (99% overall, Fig-
ure S3 in the Supplement). Similarly, genotype concordance
was high for single nucleotide variants overall, in protein cod-
ing regions of the genome, and among candidate variants for
inherited disease risk (Figure 3). However, genotype concor-
dance for small insertion/deletion variants was moderate over-
all (median, 57%; range, 53%-59%) and in protein coding re-
gions of the genome (median, 66%; range, 64%-70%) but was
substantially lower among genetic variants that were candi-
dates for inherited disease risk (median, 33%; range, 10%-
75%).

Resource Needs for WGS Interpretation
For each participant, the phenotype software program iden-
tified 89 to 125 novel and rare single nucleotide variants or in-
sertion/deletion variants and 0 to 4 large structural variants
(90-127 total genetic variants) that were candidates for cura-
tion with respect to personal risk and carrier status for inher-
ited disease (Table 2). Review of evidence for pathogenicity,
including time required for literature search (finding litera-
ture cataloged in mutation databases and performing inde-
pendent PubMed and Google searches for the genetic variant
and gene) and secondary review, required a median of 54 min-
utes (range, 5-223 minutes) per genetic variant. We estimated
that the median cost for sequencing and variant interpreta-
tion was $14 815 (range, $14 050-$15 715), plus the costs of com-
puting infrastructure and data storage.

Interrater Agreement in Inherited Disease Gene Variant
Classification
Independent classification of 18 randomly chosen genetic vari-
ants with potential personal risk or carrier status implica-
tions for inherited disease (Tables S8-S9 in the Supplement)
by 6 genomics professionals resulted in moderate interrater
agreement about genetic variant pathogenicity (Gross κ, 0.52;
95% CI, 0.40-0.64) and close interrater agreement about suit-
ability for reporting (Gross κ, 0.83; 95% CI, 0.73-0.93).

In the cohort, we found 574 total genetic variants that were
cataloged in HGMD and prioritized for curation by the genom-
ics team (Table 3). Among these genetic variants, we identi-
fied 1 variant classified as a disease-causing mutation accord-
ing to the HGMD and 18 of other classifications that were the
most common allele in an ethnically matched population. The
genomics team reclassified 8 of 68 genetic variants (11.8%) that

HGMD lists as “disease causing mutations” to be “very likely
pathogenic” and reclassified 47of 68 (69%) as variants of un-
certain or lesser significance.

Burden of Inherited Disease Gene Variants
According to classification criteria (Table S1 in the Supple-
ment), the reporting criteria (Box 2), and curation by the ge-
nomics team, 11% to 25% of genetic variants identified by the
phenotype identification software program for curation were
reportable. The genomics team classified 26 of 68 variants
(38%) that were described in HGMD as “disease-causing mu-
tations” as reportable; 9 of these were reported as variants of
uncertain significance. Overall, 2 to 6 genetic variants with po-
tential personal disease-risk implications were reported to each
participant, including 1 to 5 associated with diseases with re-
ported adult onset. Eight to 18 genetic variants were found in
each participant with potential carrier status implications
(Table 2).

Burden of Clinically Significant Findings
in ACMG Reportable Genes
Among the ACMG-reportable genes, we found 12 to 20 ge-
netic variants per participant that met our criteria for cura-

Table 1. Study Participants and Sequencing Summary

Characteristics Median (Range)
Participant characteristics

Age, y 53 (42-85)

Women, No./Total 7/12

Self-reported ethnicity, No./Total

White 5/12

East Asian 7/12

Sequencing coverage and depth

Illumina Inc, No. of patients 12

Haploid coverage depth 50 (38-62)

Genome covered, % 95.0 (94.8-95.6)

Complete Genomics Inc, No. of participants 9

Haploid coverage depth 61 (61-62)

Genome covered, % 96.6 (96.3-96.9)

Single nucleotide variants

All 2 403 504 (2 313 092-
2 508 838)

Novel 39 582 (22 861-65 818)

Exonic 15 312 (14 933-16 394)

Stoploss or stopgain 74 (66-82)

Splice disrupting 419 (368-511)

Missense 5447 (5280-5800)

Small insertion/deletion variants

All 583 273 (558 693-676 634)

Novel 31 653 (27 350-73 287)

Exonic 355 (231-389)

Frameshift 91 (63-101)

Structural variants

All 2790 (2220-2900)

Novel 88 (77-123)

Exonic 120 (111-130)
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tion. This set included 1 or more previously reported disease-
associated genetic variants in all 12 participants and at least 1
rare, expected pathogenic genetic variant in 9 participants.
Seven participants harbored novel, expected pathogenic vari-
ants in these genes that could not be replicated by the second
sequencing platform or that were found at a frequency indi-
cating systematic sequencing artifact or common polymor-
phism. After exclusion of these genetic variants, 1 to 7 genetic
variants remained for curation per individual (Table 2), in-
cluding 1 or more cataloged as disease causing in 5 and likely
disease causing in 9 participants, according to the HGMD clas-
sification (Table S10 in the Supplement). To assess the gener-
alizability of these findings in a larger cohort ascertained with-
out respect to clinical phenotype, we estimated the population
prevalence of mutations cataloged as “disease causing” in the
HGMD in 1092 participants who underwent WGS and WES as
part of the 1000 Genomes Project.25 In this cohort, 373 of 1092
study participants (34.2%) harbored a very rare (allele fre-
quency, <0.5%) genetic variant classified by the HGMD as dis-
ease causing, and 40 (3.7%) harbored a very rare genetic vari-
ant predicted to cause loss of ACGM-reportable gene function
(Table S11 in the Supplement).

After the genomics team’s curation of genetic variants that
had been discovered in the 12 participants in ACMG report-
able genes, we determined that 1 inherited disease-risk vari-
ant was very likely pathogenic, an open-reading-frame-
shifting deletion of 19 nucleotides in BRCA1 (rs80359876; NCBI
Entrez Gene 672) with strong evidence to support risk of he-
reditary breast and ovarian cancer.34-36 This finding, which was
confirmed via capillary sequencing in a commercial clinical ge-
netic testing laboratory, was discovered in a white woman who
did not meet family history referral criteria. Evaluation by an
independent clinical team led the participant to undergo pro-
phylactic bilateral salpingooophorectomy and intensified im-
aging–based breast cancer screening per the National Com-
prehensive Cancer Network guidelines for carriers of
pathogenic BRCA1 mutations.37 Four additional participants
carried genetic variants cataloged as disease causing in the
HGMD that the genomics team had reclassified as reportable
variants of uncertain significance.

Genetic Drug–Response Assessment
According to Clinical Pharmacogenomics Implementation Con-
sortium guidelines, 11 individuals carried 1 or more genetic vari-
ants with an associated clinical guideline for change in drug
dosing or administration (Table S12 in the Supplement); each
individual carried 1 to 3 such variants. Three to 10 additional
genetic variants were found in each individual with drug-
response associations supported by PharmGKB evidence level
1B or higher (Figure S4 in the Supplement).

Clinical Follow-up Proposed by Medical Professionals
Review of medical genomics reports by 3 primary care physi-
cians prompted consideration of a median of 1 to 3 initial fol-
low-up referrals and diagnostic tests per participant. The me-
dian estimated total costs per person, which includes a $340
high complexity established patient visit and a 120-minute ge-
netic counseling session for all participants, were $351 to $776.

Figure 2. Missing Coverage of 56 Genes the ACMG Recommends for
Pathogenic Variant Discovery, Review, and Reporting in WGS
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An independent review of reports by 2 medical geneticists
prompted consideration of a median of 3 initial follow-up tests
and referrals at median estimated total costs per person of $626
to $773 (Table S13 in the Supplement). Interrater agreement
about suitability for follow-up of WGS findings was fair for all
reported variants (Fleiss κ, 0.24; P < .001) and variants with
potential personal inherited disease risk implications (κ, 0.22;
P<.001), but only slight for variants with potential inherited
carrier status implications (κ, 0.08; P = .007) and poor for car-
diometabolic disease risk scores (κ, −0.03; P = .62).

Discussion
Whole-genome sequencing and WES are increasingly used in
clinical medicine and have the potential not only to answer spe-
cific diagnostic questions but also to uncover clinically impor-
tant genetic findings unrelated to the primary indication for
sequencing. Whole-exome sequencing has been the primary
sequencing modality in clinical genetics and in surveys of re-
portable genetic findings in unselected participants.38,39 Whole-
genome sequencing is expected to provide superior coverage
of certain genomic regions, including intronic and other non-
coding regions associated with inherited disease, noncoding
pharmacogenomic alleles, and complex disease-risk alleles.

However, our initial clinical experience with this technol-
ogy illustrates several challenges to clinical adoption of WGS.
First, our results suggest that although analytical validity of
WGS is improving, technical challenges to sensitive and accu-
rate assessment of individual genetic variation remain. De-
pending on sequencing platform, between 10% and 19% of
inherited disease genes, including 9% to 17% that are ACMG-
reportable genes,12 were not consistently covered at a read
depth that was sufficient for a comprehensive survey of ge-
netic variants. We observed high overall genotype concor-

dance between sequencing platforms, and single nucleotide
variant concordance was high among candidate-inherited dis-
ease-risk variants. However, although overall concordance be-
tween insertion/deletion variants was higher than previously
reported,40 fewer than one-third of insertion/deletion vari-
ants in inherited disease genes were confirmed by the second
sequencing platform. This finding suggests that genetic vari-
ants of a type that are quite likely to be pathogenic are more
often inconsistently identified. Other investigators have made

Table 2. Inherited Disease Risk and Carrier Status Findings in
Whole-Genome Sequence Data

No. of Variants per Participant,
Median (Range)

Candidate variants identified for
manual curation

108 (90-127)

Candidate previously reported or
potentially pathogenic variants in
ACMG-reportable genes

3 (1-7)

Reportable variants associated with
personal inherited disease riska

5 (2-6)

Reported disease-associated
mutations

0 (0-2)

Rare, expected pathogenic
variants

0 (0-1)

Genetic variants of uncertain
significance

3 (1-6)

Reportable variants with implica-
tions for carrier status for inherited
disease a

13 (8-18)

Reported disease-associated
mutations

2 (0-4)

Rare, expected pathogenic
variants

2 (1-4)

Genetic variants of uncertain
significance

9 (4-12)

Abbreviation: ACMG, American College of Medical Genetics and Genomics.
a Reportable according to reporting criteria specified in Box 2 and classification

criteria (eTable 1 in Supplement).

Figure 3. Genotype Concordance Between Whole-Genome Sequencing Platforms in 12 Participants Sequenced in the Genomic Medicine Application
Pilot Project
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A, Genotype concordance for all variant positions. B, Genotype concordance for
variants in protein-coding regions. C, Genotype concordance for candidate
inherited disease risk variants. Concordant refers to sequence variants with the
same alleles and zygosity (ie, homozygous calls in both platforms) called by

both platforms; discordant, refers to sequence variants called by both platforms
but with different alleles or zygosity; and not called, sequence variants
identified using the Illumina platform for which no variant genotype call was
made by the Complete Genomics platform.
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similar observations about potential loss-of-function
mutations.9,41 This may be particularly pronounced in indi-
viduals with low prior probability of inherited disease or when
no clear diagnostic end point is pursued. Thus, although WGS
is increasingly inexpensive and rapid, there is a persistent need
for technical confirmation of potentially significant findings
and supplementation with other genetic assays to achieve clini-
cal grade sensitivity and specificity.

Human resource needs for full clinical interpretation of
WGS data remain considerable, and much uncertainty re-
mains in classification of potentially pathogenic genetic vari-
ants. Discovery and evaluation of genome-wide reportable ge-
netic findings, even after stringent bioinformatic filtering,
required curation (literature review and secondary assess-
ment of pathogenicity) of approximately 100 findings in each
participant. This included a median of 3 genetic findings per
participant that required curation per published recommen-
dations for incidental findings in WES/WGS.12 In 4 of 12 par-
ticipants, mutations reported as disease causing in mutation
databases among ACMG-reportable genes were found and de-
termined by the genomics team to be of uncertain or lesser sig-
nificance; a similar frequency of such findings was discov-
ered in more than 1000 individuals selected without respect
to phenotype. Curation required nearly an hour of time per ge-
netic variant in our study and resulted in reclassification of 69%
of genetic variants cataloged in mutation databases as disease-
causing mutations to variants of uncertain or lesser signifi-
cance. This finding is similar to previous reports of high rates
of classification discordance between existing disease muta-
tion databases and independent raters, and highlights the per-
sistent need for recuration of putatively pathogenic genetic
variants prior to clinical action.38,42,43

Our analysis of classification concordance among genom-
ics professionals revealed very good interrater agreement about
suitability for reporting but less good interrater agreement of

genetic variant classification. This finding indicates classifi-
cation uncertainty even when published evidence is concur-
rently reviewed by trained raters and specific criteria for vari-
ant pathogenicity are provided. Although general guidelines
exist for interpretation of sequence variants,24 little consen-
sus exists beyond expert opinion for distinguishing clearly
pathogenic from less certainly pathogenic variation, leaving
curators, laboratories, and clinicians to rely on often subjec-
tive assessments of genetic variant pathogenicity. Until uni-
formly accepted guidelines and generally accessible and reli-
able data sources exist for clinical interpretation of genetic
variants, pathogenicity assessment will likely continue to in-
volve substantial uncertainty.

Following curation, 2 to 6 genetic variants with potential
personal inherited disease risk implications were identified in
each participant. The majority of these genetic variants were
associated with reportedly adult-onset disease. Most were pre-
viously unreported but of similar type to previously reported
pathogenic variants, eg, a novel protein-truncating mutation
in the gene POLG2 (HGNC 9180), a gene associated with pro-
gressive external ophthalmoplegia.44 Prior estimates, extrapo-
lated from the prevalence of mutations associated with
familial cancer, proposed that the population prevalence of
well-established inherited disease risk findings in the ACMG-
reportable genes may be very low (1%).12,39 Recent estimates
based on WES data in individuals largely unselected with re-
spect to clinical phenotype suggest a prevalence of such find-
ings of approximately 3% in 52 of these 56 genes.38

In our study, which in contrast to these prior studies in-
volved return of actionable results to the treating physician and
participant and clinical action where appropriate, we deter-
mined that 1 participant harbored such a genetic variant. This
unanticipated finding of germline risk for hereditary breast and
ovarian cancer prompted risk-reducing surgery and intensi-
fied cancer screening in the absence of a family or personal his-

Table 3. Agreement Between Human Gene Mutation Database and Multidisciplinary Genomics Team Classification for 574 Unique, Previously
Described, Inherited Disease Risk Candidates Found in 12 Participants by Whole-Genome Sequencing

HGMD Genomics Teama

No. (%) of Total Variants for Each HGMD Classification

Total
Disease-Causing

Mutation

Likely Disease
Causing

Mutation

Disease Associated
Functional

Polymorphism

Disease
Associated
Polymor-

phism
Functional

Polymorphism

Frame Shift or
Truncating

Variantb

Not associated with an
inherited disease

1 (1.4) 44 (67.8) 111 (84.1) 176 (75.9) 64 (88.9) 0 396

Likely benign, strong
evidence

1 (1.4) 0 5 (3.8) 19 (8.2) 1 (1.4) 5 (100.0) 31

Some evidence suggest-
ing benign

17 (25.0) 10 (15.4) 4 (3.0) 17 (7.3) 3 (4.2) 0 51

Uncertain significance 29 (42.6) 9 (13.8) 8 (6.1) 17 (7.3) 1 (1.4) 0 64

Some evidence suggest-
ing pathogenic

4 (5.9) 1 (1.5) 2 (1.5) 2 (0.9) 3 (4.2) 0 12

Likely pathogenic 8 (11.8) 0 0 1 (0.4) 0 0 9

Very likely pathogenic 8 (11.8) 1 (1.5) 2 (1.5) 0 0 0 11

Total 68 65 132 232 72 5 574

Abbreviations: HGMD, Human Gene Mutation Database.
a All variants cataloged in HGMD are, by definition, previously reported. Thus,

the categories from Table S1 (in the Supplement) “Novel, predicted benign,”
“Novel, predicted damaging by one program”, and “Novel, predicted damaging
by two or more programs” do not apply and are not displayed.

b Polymorphic or rare variant reported in the literature (eg, detected in the
process of whole-genome/exome screening) that is predicted to truncate or
otherwise alter the gene product but with no disease association reported
as yet.
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tory of breast or ovarian cancer. The practical burden of report-
able genetic findings from WGS/WES is likely to vary
substantially with institutional sequencing expertise, reliance
on pathogenicity classifications in mutation databases, and ac-
cess to and methods for evaluation of published evidence.

The prognostic meaning of reportable genetic discover-
ies in a patient population with a low prior probability of in-
herited disease remains unclear and will only be determined
by iterative clinical evaluation. Our assessment of the burden
and estimated costs of initial clinical follow-up proposed by 5
physicians revealed estimated costs of generally less than $1000
per person. Interrater agreement about suitability of fol-
low-up for genetic variants was at best fair, with the highest
agreement for WGS findings with potential personal inher-
ited disease risk implications, and lowest agreement for car-
diometabolic disease-risk scores. The burden and costs of this
initial and subsequent clinical care are likely to depend greatly
on individual practice patterns in the face of uncertain find-
ings and the results of initial clinical evaluation.

Our study has limitations. Substantial challenges exist to
clinical validation of these tools because of the vast number

of decision nodes in such pipelines and lack of clear gold stan-
dards for genome interpretation. The study did not capture
clinical evaluations performed by primary care physicians and
consultants downstream of initial clinical tests and referrals,
such as imaging and risk-reducing surgery recommended by
an initial referral to an oncologist. The costs of initial clinical
follow-up may be higher than our estimates in some clinical
contexts.

Conclusions
In this exploratory study of 12 volunteer adults, the use of
WGS was associated with incomplete coverage of inherited
disease genes, low reproducibility of genetic variation with
the highest potential clinical effects, and uncertainty about
clinically reportable WGS findings. Despite this, in certain
cases WGS will identify clinically actionable genetic variants
warranting early medical intervention. These issues should
be considered when determining the role of WGS in clinical
medicine.
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